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LIST OF EVENTS
1. Poster Making Competition

           Theme: Waste Management
Each team must comprise of 3 members.
The poster-making competition will be held on the spot.
Chart paper will be provided, and margins (0.5 inches) should be drawn with a 

       black pen/marker.
Required materials for poster making should be brought by the participants.
Photographs, wires, other 3D objects, print-outs are not accepted.
Posters should be original and handmade.
Posters must not disclose the identity of the participants.
Each team will be given 1 hour for poster preparation.
Three minutes are allotted to present the poster to the judges.
Participants can use English, Hindi, or Kannada languages to prepare and present
the poster.
The decision of the judges will be final and binding.
Criteria to judge the Poster 
Relevance1.
Originality2.
Artistic composition3.
 Creativity4.
Message conveyed by the poster5.
Effectiveness in communicating the intended message6.

Student Coordinator 
Mr Athul Saji 
Ms Krishnedu S

Staff Coordinator             
Dr Gerald DSilva
9060530707

 2. SDG Model making Challenge

      8590879617 
      8281067772

Team should consist of a minimum of 3 and a maximum of 5 members
The team must select one Sustainable Development Goal.
2 hours will be provided to complete the model.
Participants must bring required materials and tools to make the model.
Bringing partially or completely made parts of the model is strictly
prohibited.
Participants must use eco-friendly materials only.
Criteria for judging are creativity, innovation, and presentation.
Only one participant must make the presentation in English for not more than
5 minutes.
Judges decision will be final.

Staff Coordinator
 Dr Shwetha Rasquinha
9448215481

Student Coordinator
Mr Abhiram          9446283870
Ms Binimol Biju   7025318475



3. HR Unleashed

Each team must consist of 3 members and all members need to participate 
       mandatorily.

The presentation should not disclose presenters or the college identity.
The entire presentation must not exceed 7 minutes.
A 2-minutes Q&A session will follow each presentation and questions can 

       come from both judges and the audience.
Participants must prepare a PowerPoint(PPT) in advance & must bring their PPT 

     in a pen drive. The topics of the HR Unleashed are as follows
Artificial Intelligence and Human Resource1.
Menstrual Leave in Organization2.
Productivity vs. Long Working Hours3.

The participants are free to select a topic of their choice from the above.
Judges will evaluate presentations based on: Presentation skills, Content 

       quality, Innovativeness, involvement of all presenters and  relevance.
The judges' decisions will be final and binding
Topics for presentation for HR Unleashed 

Staff Coordinator
 Dr Prithwi  M
9481939221

 Dr Vidya vinutha D’Souza
9591346471

Student  Coordinator
Ms Nayana S
8951898268

Ms Roylin Sequira
99001260809

4. Wealth Out of Waste

Each team should consist of 3 members.
Participants have to list the reusability of the items.
Participants have to orally present the uses of reusable items to the
judges.
Participants are not allowed to use electronic gadgets or printed
material. 
The participants can use English, Hindi, or Kannada language for
presentation.
The decision of the judges will be final and binding. 

Staff Coordinator 
Dr Gerald D’Silva

9060530707

Student Coordinators
 Mr Blesson Subichan    9744516499 
 Ms Helen Coum           6238702177   



 5. Pages to Realities
The organizers will provide three books for review. 
The books will cover a variety of genres and themes to ensure diversity in
the   reviews.
Each participant is required to read all three provided books and compose a 

       review in their own words.
The Reviews should be written in English only.
The reviews should be original, unbiased, and reflect the participant’s
honest opinions.
Participants should prepare an article with a minimum of 1000 words.
Reviews must be submitted in written format only.
Reviews will be Judged based on creativity, depth of analysis, writing style,
and  overall impression.

Student Coordinators
Ms Maria Chacko      9748853557 
Mr Nagopulou Sou   9485149226

Staff Coordinator 
Dr Vidya Vinutha D’Souza

9591346471

6.    Case Study Analysis

A Team must comprise of 3 members.
Each team will be given a case and questions for discussion followed by the 

       presentation. 
The case will be given at the venue.
The allotted time for discussion is 20 minutes. 
Use of mobile phones, internet, laptops, and other materials are strictly  prohibited 

       during the discussion.
Teams are prohibited from seeking input or feedback from others. 
Case Analysis shall be judged based on the clear understanding of the problem,

       innovative & critical analysis, feasible solution & approach, methodology,  
       recommendation  conclusion,  and overall presentation. 

The teams are required to submit their analysis report.
 Judges decision are final and binding.

Staff Cordinators
Dr Prithwi 
9481939221
Dr Roshan Monteiro
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Student Coordinator
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Mr Aby Mathew : 9207922402


